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Abstract 

Magnetic Hirror Fuaioa ax»eria»nte, euch aa 
»»m-l>T (Hirror Faeion Taat Facility-a, Tritiuai Up
grade) and foreseeable follow-on devices, have oper-
atioral and maintenance requirement* that hava not yet 
teen fully •emooatratad. Among those associated with 
vacuus technology ara eh« very-high continuous-pumping 
speed!, 107 to 10* */* for B 2, Ti and. to a laaier ax-
tent, Ha; the aarljr detection of water leaks fro* the 
very-high heat-flux neutral-beam dumps and the detec
tion and location of laaxs in the superconducting mag
nets not protected by guard vacuums. Fosaible solu-
tiona to these problem* have been identified and con
siderable progress has been made toward successfully 
demonstrating their feaaibility. 

Continuous Cryopumping 

A prototype of a continuous eryopump has been 
constructed and successfully operated at LUIL. The 
detail* of construction (Fig. 1) and its operating 
characteristics were reported at the American Vacuum 
Society meeting, Baltimore, MD in 1982.[1] The design 
was based on a number of considerations associated 
with projected magnetic mirror reactors: 

• Internally deployed cryopanels would be used to 
accommodate the very-high gas loads. 

• The operating pressure must be maintained on a 
steady-state basis. 

• The panels must be able to pump D2, T2, and He 
where the burn is on the order of 10% of the 
through-put. 

• The tritium inventory in the pumping system 
must be a practicable and environmentally 
acceptable minimum. 

To meet these considerations there must be an in
stalled pumping capacity greater than that needed to 
maintain the required system pressure. The portion, 
which is excess capacity, must be isolated and degassed 
in a continuous, sequential manner at a rate equal to 
the through-put of the reactor. The degassing flow 
rate must be equal to the gas input and, since only a 
fraction of the total pumping system is degassing at 
any one time, degassing must occur at a pressure 
several orders of magnitude higher than the required 
system pressure. 

The quantity of gas accumulated on the cryopanels 
and the collector panels during steady-state operation 
(the gas inventory in the vessel including T2) is re
lated to the gas through-put, the degassing cycle time, 
the excess capacity fraction, and the gas leakage into 
the vessel during degassing. Since the through-p-it is 
fixed by the reactor parameters and the area that can 
be dedicated to cryopanels is limited, the design ef
fort must be concentrated on minimising the degaa cycle 
time and the degas leakage. Assuming aero leakage, 
Fig. 2 shows a normalised inventory curve vs excess 
capacity. Testa have shown that the degassing cycle 

Fig. 1. Continuous cryopump. 
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•Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. 
Department of Energy by the Lawrence Livermore 
National Laboratory under contract number 
H-7«05-EHG-*R. 
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Fig. 2 . Show* a norailixed inventory curve m excess 
capacity. 



tlma C M be ee lav • • fair I I N M I ami • lack rata at 
taaa H U M M t caa ka achieved. 

Ifca aratacyae aeael aaa eiaJlfled far fcaltaa aaaaiae. 
by tk» aMUtaa af aa era** ami feld aed spray tubas. 
Tae beliam awaaiaa. epeed taat aa thla arreegsmsa; 
(He,. 3) revealed thraa ebertcemine.«: 

1 . The specific awaala* • •at* for Italian waa 
betweaa l.S aaa" 1.9 tie-cm-' ceapared to a pre
dicted value af 3 to • t /s-ca 2 eased on the 
Trttlwm (rata* Taat Assembly (TfTA) (2) DOB*) 
performance. 

2 . The argon background pressure waa unacceptably 
large (>1 x 10" 5 torr) compared to an unde-
tactable argon background in TSTA. 

3 . Tha p n u u r t baeaaa unstable, preceding a "dump" 
aftar 15 to 20 min of operation. 

Argon spray tuba 

Alum, foil hinge 
Thermal ties 
10 layers of 0.003-in. 
alum, foil (typ. at 
all pivot points) 

Fig. 3. Geometry of prototype panel. 

It was concluded that the geometry of the prototype 
panel (Pig. 3) permitted argon froat to bridge to the 
INj-cooled shield causing the pressure instabilities 
and "dump". Further, th£ welded tube and fin LHe-
cooled surface allowed the temperature to rise suf-
ficiently to depress the helium sticking probability 
and thus the pumping speed. And finally, the deploy
ment of the argon spray tube permitted unacceptable 
backstreaning into the vacuum space. Figure 4 1B a 
modified, continuous cryopuvp geometry that should 
alleviate the helium cryoaorption pumping deficiencies.' 
This geonetry is being installed in a single-cell 
version of the continuous cryopunp that will allow easy 
optimization of the cryosorption geometry. 

Degassing helium cryosorbed on argon frost has not 
yet been fully exploded in terms of an optimum cycle. 
Ue do know that the helium pressure starts to rise 
rapidly at about 12 K and degassing is complete at 
about 20 K. At this point the argon pressure starts 
to rise and the bulk of the argon is released between 
40 and 60 K. 

Water Leak Detection 

Leakage of water into the vacuum chamber of a 
tritium-burning machine, a typical accident, will re
sult in tritium-contaminated water. Since tritium-
contaminated water ia very expensive and difficult to 
clean up, early detection of water leaks would result 
in a large cost and time saving. A series of teats 
were made that show early detection to be practical to 
the extent that we ware able to simulate conditions in 
a cryopuaned tandem mirror such aa HFTF-l+T. 

Alum, foil hinge 
Thermal tiei 
10 layers otO.OOXln. 
alum, foil (typ. at 
all pivot points) 

Liquid helium 
passages 

Fig. 4. Hoditied continuous cryopump panel geometry. 

The vapor pressure of water condensed on LN2~eooled 
surfaces is less than 10" 2 0 torr which is undetectable. 
Machines such as HFTF-B rave about 1500 m 2 of L H2-
cooled cryopuap shielding along with a comparable area 
of LM2-cooled surfaces shielding the superconducting 
coils resulting in a tremendous pumping speed for water 
vapor (>108 £/s). Further, the detection instruments 
(ion gages and mass spectrometers) must be remotely 
located and magnetically shielded resulting in an in-
finitesimally small flow of water molecules from a leak 
to the detectors. This is why we are concerned about 
the early detection of a significant water leak. 

The tests were done in three stages starting with 
minimal LK2~cooled shielding between the water leak and 
the two ion gages and two mass spectrometers, to es
sentially total line-of-sight shielding between the 
leak and three of the four detectors. Figure 5 shows 
a 1200-fi. vacuum chamber with a i m 2 Lf^-shielded, LRe-
cooled cryopanel installed along with the water leak, 
the ion gages, and mass spectrometers. A viewing port, 
at this stage of the tent, allowed us to see the outlet 
of the water leak. Ho attempt was made to measure the 
water flow rate at this point but it was noted that all 
the instruments indicated increased water peaks and 
pressure well before the flow became visible as tiny 
ice crystals. 

1 m 2 LHe cryo pump 

1200 L vessel 

Heater 

30psig 

- M m spectrometer 

Fig. 5. Vacuum chamber with LH2~*hielded, Ufc-
cooled cryopanel. 

The second stage of the t e s t a , which were judged 
to be reactor-l ike, were arranged as shown ia Fig . 6 . 
The Utj-cooled l iner came within a 1/2 to 3/4 i n . of 
the top flange and waa fo l l y enclosed on the bottom 
and aidea except for a l - l /2 - in . -d iam by 6-in.—long 
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copper tmfcc (alto IXj C M ! * 4 ) C* mtnrit view is* *•• 
water loth. t*.rs»a> to v fowls* P#rt» 1 M bat* pressure 
•f this arras****** «•« * • 10""* on tfca top So* gagt 

rl #** LHteryopwmp 

- Matt spectrometer 

Fig> 6. Vacuum chamber with LN 2""» h i e l d c d» tile-
cooled cryopsnel with LM2~cooled liner. 

Opening the water-leak valve had no apparent affect 
until the valve counter reached 80. At this point the 
top ion gage (inside (tie Lh*2 liner) rose to 
3 x 10~ 7 torr; none of the other gages responded. At 
a counter reading of 85 the side ion gage and the two 
mass spectrometers shoved intermittent pressure bursts 
of one to two orders of magnitude. Upon close visual 
inspection of the LN2-cooled copper viewing tube, 
tiny ice crystals could be seen scattering their way 
through Che tube and falling on the bottom of the room 
temperature vacuum chamber. The pressure bursts were 
coincident with the falling ice crystals* 

The third stage of the tests waB to remove the 
copper viewing tube and blank off the hole. In 
addition, another leak valve was installed to inject 
"noncondensable" tracer gas into the water line up
stream of the water leak valve* The gas pressure was 
set at 20 psi above the water line pressure of 30 psig. 
With the water leak valve at a counter setting of 85, 
we could detect no water leak. Since we had visually 
determined a water flow previously at this setting we 
decided to inject a tracer gas into the water line 
through the gas-leak valve. Using nitrogen, no leak 
was detected up to a gas-leak valve counter setting of 
300 and a water-leak valve setting of 86. Using helium 
gas as a tracer and the gas-leak valve set at 200, a 
detection threshold was found at a water-leak valve 
setting of 80. After thirty seconds at these valve 
settings, the helium peaks were off-scale on both mass 
spectrometers. 

Several conclusions can be drawn from these tests: 

• Water leaks are difficult to detect in systems 
having geometric and temperature conditions 
similar to stage three of these tests. 

• Host reactor systems will be more geometrically 
similar to stage two, permitting fairly easy 
detection of significant leaks. 

• Early detection of significant water leaks can 
be enhanced by the use of tracer gases injected 
into the water cooling system. ^He, which is 
not cryo-condensed, would be ideal while neon 
could be used under most reactor conditions. 
(Water flow at valve setting 85 - 0.2 It/a Be 
and No i 100 T t/s at valve setting 200 to 300.) 

•.•> t o — itlsrUy trossmrt—4 Ma Laafc Battel— 

lupercooductioe. magnets, which art coo 1*4 »y pool 
Vol Hug of l*«u.4 helium — 4 do not fcovo guar* vaci*m*. 
prtttat pro*la** in gveraatteiag allowable leak rates 
including: 

• Lieuid helium l*afcs at a rate about 100 times 
that of helium (as at room temperature; both 
are t one atmosphere differential. 

o Evacuating the conductor-insulation bundla case 
for normal maximum sensitivity leak hunting is 
next to impossible* The enormous surface-to-
volume ratio in the conductor bundle space and 
the large quantity of exposed fiberglass in the 
machined fiberglass-reenforced epoxy insulation 
precludes proper evacuation* 

• Pressurising the conductor bundle space with 
helium gas at one atmosphere above ambient and 
leak hunting with a mass spectrometer, using a 
conventional helium "sniffer" probe, is not 
sufficiently sensitive. 

It is possible to measure the total leak rate of a 
superconducting magnet by immersing it in an insulating 
vacuum (< 10"* torr), filling it with liquid helium and 
measuring the helium, leak rate into the vacuum with a 
mass spectrometer; locating the offending leaks is 
another matter* Since guard vacuums on superconducting 
magnets are very expensive we are actively pursuing 
means to increase the leak-hunting sensitivity of the 
"pressurization and sniffer" approach. 

The conventional sniffer arrangement, pumped only 
by the leak detector, has an atmospheric helium back
ground of about 1.7 x 10~9 at-cc/s air equivalent at 
an indicated pressure at the leak detector of 
5 x 10"^ torr. At this setting, calibrated leaks as 
small as 1 x 10"** at-cc/s can be detected. But the 
minimum leak that can be detected under field con
ditions is far higher, usually between 10"^ to 
10*5 at-cc/s which along with the gas-to-liquid leak 
ratio is unacceptably high* There are two main reasons 
for this poor performance: (1) the sample being drawn 
into the leak detector is very small resulting in a 
very long response time (20-50 s) and (2) the sensi
tivity is further reduced by the presence of atmos
pheric helium CV3 x 10" 3 torr). 

Based on the two shortcomings noted, sensitivity 
should be increased by increasing the flow through the 
"sniffer" probe to the leak detector and reducing the 
background due to atmospheric helium. The first part 
has been accomplished by mounting a commercial cryo-
pump, having a pumping speed for air of 1000 £/« on 
a 6-in. aluminum "T" as shown in Fig. 7. The charcoal 
pumping surface on the cold stage was removed from the 
cryopump and replaced with clean copper of the same 
geometry and dimensions. In this modified condition, 
the cold stage operating at 12 to 15 K pumped all the 
atmospheric gases except helium. Under these con
ditions opening the sniffer to bring the pressure in 
the leak detector to 5 x 10~5 torr gave an atmospheric 
helium background of 9.7 x 10**7 at-cc/s air equivalent 
or 570 times the "sniffer" flow rate. The next step is 
to reduce the atmospheric helium background. We are 
experimenting with various nitrogen-gas curtain geom
etries to exclude atmosphere from being drawn into the 
"sniffer" when placed over a surface. So far we have 
reduced the background to 5 x 10*"^ at cc/s air equiv
alent but think we can reach 1 x 10~9 or less. Field 
leak detection by this means should be able to routine
ly detect and locate 1 x 10" 8 *t-cc/* leaks and allow 
the elimination of costly guard vacuums on supercon
ducting —gnets-
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Sniffer 
Fie . 7.Ceoa*try aluainua "T" with cryopuap and 
"aniffer" probe. 
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